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Subject :-Select list - I against Employment Notification No 220E/Open 

Mkt/RRC/2010 dated 17.12.2010 

 

 
Reference above on the basis of written examination held on 06/05/2012,13/05/2012, 

27/05/2012, 03/06/12, 10/06/12, and 24/06/12 and written examination result for PET notified 

on date 05.09.2012  and subsequent declaration of Result (post PET) on 23.11.2012 and 

13.08.2012 for PH candidates,  Select  List-I  of candidates is being uploaded on the website. 

(Find by entering Control No and Roll No on RRC website in the window provided). 

Remaining candidate’s current status has also been uploaded. 

 

As of now a total of 9,075(Nine thousand and seventy five) candidates have been selected 

for appointment on various posts and locations on Northern Railway in Pay Band-1 Grade 

Pay-1800/-. This also includes provisionally selected PH candidates.  

 

Allotment of Posts and units/divisions will follow after completing all formalities. All 

appointments are subject to verification of original certificates from further respective 

Boards/Institutions and verification of bonafide of antecedents as per laid down procedure.  

 

Status of Candidates who are still undergoing Medical and those whose documents/papers 

have been referred for further examination by Govt. nominated experts is indicated as such. 

They will be informed about the outcome at a later date.  

 

Extra candidates have not been considered for empanelment. They are on waiting list. They 

will be considered only after resultant vacancies in the merit list of 11,439 candidates.   

 

While all due care has been taken in preparing status, Railway Recruitment Cell/Northern 

Railway reserves the right to make amendments at any subsequent stage. 

 

RRC/NR also reserves the right to declare any candidate successful or delete his/her name 

from the provisional/final notified result/select list at any stage of the recruitment procedure, 

on the grounds of discrepancy or malpractice brought to its notice at any stage. The decision 

of RRC based on the facts/evidence presented before itself in the matter shall be final. 

 

RRC/NR will also not be responsible for any uploading, hacking/virus and programming 

error/s. For any such issues base record at RRC will always be final. 

 

 

 

Dy CPO/RRC 

Baroda House 

25.02.13 

 


